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ABSTRACT

This article provides two characterizations of Mardia's Type I bivari-
ate Pareto distribution. In particular, it is shown that the distribution
of a random vector (X, Y) is uniquely detennined as a Mardia's Type
I bivariate Pareto distribution ifits weighted form follows a Mardia's
Type I bivariate Pareto distribution. Furthennore, this distribution is
characterized by a condition on its tail probabilities. Analogous
results hold for the bivariate extension of the Yule distribution which
can be considered as the discrete analogue of the distribution under
study.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The concept of weighted distributions introduced some 40 years ago
by Rao (1963) has been proved to be a very useful tool in describing a
plethora of observed data by providing the means of interpreting certain
practical complications that have been noticed since over half a century
ago (e.g.. Cox, 1962; Fisher, 1934) and has laid the way for much inter-
esting research (e.g., Dimaki and Xekalaki, 1996; Hart, 1978; Patil,
1991; Patil and Ord, 1976; Patil and Rao, 1978). Weighted distributions
arise very often in practice and represent distorted versions of the original
distributions of data producing mechanisms, which may not be repro-
duced due to the method of data collection. This type of distortion
induced by the adopted sampling procedure gives the units of the original
distribution unequal probabilities of inclusion in the sample, often
directly or inversely proportional to their size (size biased sampling).
As a result, the value x of an original random variable X is observed with
a frequency, which is different from that anticipated under the hypothe-
sized distribution. It represents in fact the value of a random variable X"'
whose frequency distribution is obtained by adjusting the frequencies of
the anticipated distribution through weighting them with a weight )v(-)
analogous to the probabilities of inclusion of the values of X.

The wide applicability potential of weighted models motivated the
study of the concept of weighting in bivariate contexts, thus generating
equally interesting results for the interpretation of data arranged in a
bivariate frequency distribution (see for example, Arnold and Nagaraja,
1991; Koeherlacota, 1995; Mahfoud and Patil, 1982; Patil et al, 1986).
Identifying the original distribution from the form of its observed
(weighted) version has naturally attracted much of the interest in such
models, particularly in size biased sampling or income undereporting
contexts and largely in the case where the distorting weighting mechan-
ism leaves the original distribution form invariant (e.g., Dimaki and
Xekalaki, 1996; Krishnaji, 1970a,b; Xekalaki, 1986). This article focuses
on the identifiability problem in the bivariate case. In particular, it
provides characterizations of some bivariate versions of distributions
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that frequently arise in contexts of income distribution analysis and
inventory decision making. These are Mardia's Type I bivariate Pareto
distribution and its discrete analogue the bivariate Yule distribution. In
particular, following a brief introduction of notation and terminology a
characterization of Mardia's Type I bivariate Pareto distribution is
provided by the property of form invariance under weight functions
leading to size biased versions of it (Sec. 2). In Sec. 3, uniqueness results
for the discrete analogue of the Mardia's Type I bivariate Pareto distribu-
tion, the bivariate Yule distribution, are presented. Furthermore, a more
general form of distribution having the Yule as a special case is shown
to be form invariant under a multiplicative weight function. Finally, in
Sec. 4 a characterization of the bivariate Yule distribution, is given based
on a bivariate extension of partial-sum distributions.

Before we proceed with the main results, we provide some notation
and terminology.

Let us consider a random vector (X, Y) with nonnegative compo-
nents and let its probability (density) function be denoted by fx,yix,y).
Let w{x, y) be a nonnegative weight function and assume that
E[wiX, Y)] exists. Denote a new probability (density) function (e.g.,
Koeherlacota, 1995) by.

-'x,yy-^^> E[wix,Y)]

and let (X, Y)" = (X"*, Y'") be the random vector whose probability
(density) function is fxyix,y). In the sequel fx,yix,y) is referred to as
the original probability density function and fxyix,y) as the observed
weighted probability density function.

Cases that have attracted much interest for one dimensional variables
are those where the weight function w is directly or inversely proportional
to the size of X (size biased sampling) and those where the weighting
allows for the functional form of the probability (density) function of
X to be retained under the transition from the unobserved (original) to
the observed (weighted) distribution, while permitting the possibility of
a change in the vector of parameters (form invariance). Patil and Ord
(1976) studied extensively the property of form invariance of univariate
distributions under size biased sampling. In what follows, adopting a
natural extension of their idea in the two-dimensional case we focus on
the form invariance property for certain bivariate distributions. Proofs of
the results are omitted as they follow directly along lines similar to the
proofs of existing one dimensional cases or they naturally follow by
utilizing discrete (respectively continuous) analogues of concepts on which
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characterizations existing in the literature are based. Our results can be
extended so as to provide characteristic properties for the multivariate
extensions of the studied distributions.

2. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF MARDIA'S TYPE I
BIVARIATE PARETO DISTRIBUTION

The bivariate Pareto distribution of Mardia's type I form is defined
by the probability density function (pdf)

y

forx>Bi, y>92, and X>0 (2.1)

and has Pareto marginal distributions with parameters 9\,X and B2,X,
respectively (Mardia, 1965). As can be easily verified, the standard form
of (2.1) iB\ — 92 = \), like its univariate version, is characterized by form
invariance in the context of size biased sampling. The result can be
formulated by the theorem that follows.

Proposition 2.1. Let (X, Y) be a random vector with continuous compo-
nents defined on (1,-t-oo) having finite means and joint pdf fx,yix,y).
Let fxYix,y) denote its observed sampled version as defined by (1.1)
with wix,y) = X -'i- y — I. Then, the original distribution (X, 7) has a
bivariate Pareto distribution with pdf given by

if and only if its observed distribution is a bivariate Pareto with pdf

Thus, the form of the original distribution is retained if the sampling
bias that induces the observed sampled distribution can be represented by
w(x, >>) = X -\- y — 1. This leads to size-biased forms of bivariate distribu-
tions, being a bivariate version of vv(x) = x, widely used in size biased
sampling contexts (e.g., Patil and Ord, 1976; Patil et al., 1986; Rao, 1963).

Let us now consider a random vector (X, Y) with nonnegative
components and let its probability (density) function be denoted by
fx,yix,y). From this distribution, a new bivariate distribution can be
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defined by the formula

/

CX) />oo r f r v^

/ ^-^^^^dxdy, « > 0 , v > 0 . (2.2)

Ju X -t y I

This is the continuous version of the bivariate STER model considered by
Xekalaki (1986). In fact, the distribution of (X*, Y*) can be thought of as
a weighted form of the distribution of (X, Y) with a weight, which is an
integrated version of w(x, j ) = l/(x-f >;- 1), a bivariate analog of the
integrated version of H'(X) = l /x used in the context of income under-
reporting by Krishnaji (1970b) for the Pareto distribution, and which
can be viewed as a continuous analog of the summed version of
wix) = l /x used by Krishnaji (1970a) and Xekalaki (1983) in the
context of income underreporting and inventory decision making.
Dimaki and Xekalaki (1996) have also considered integrated and
summed versions of H'(X) = l /x for Pareto and Yule type distributions
in the context of multiplicative distortion of observations. In a more
general context, it is interesting to observe that the one-dimensional
analogue of (2.2) arises as the distribution of the forward recurrence time
in a renewal process.

The proposition that follows formulates a uniqueness result concern-
ing bivariate Pareto distributions of Mardia's Type I form, which stems
from (4.3).

Proposition 2.2. Let the random vectors (X, Y) and (X*, Y") with contin-
uous components be defined on (l,-|-oo). Assume also that the pdfs of
(X, Y) and (X*, Y*) satisfy the relationship

r°
fx.,y>iu,v) = C

Jv

v)

X -\- y

Then, the pdf of iX*, Y*) is Mardia's Type I bivariate Pareto with param-
eters 01 = 02 = 1 'm<i ^ if cind only if the pdf of (X, Y) is Mardia's
Type I bivariate Pareto with parameters 9\ = 92 = \ and A + l .

3. CHARACTERIZING THE BIVARIATE
YULE DISTRIBUTION

The distribution that can be regarded as the discrete analogue of
Pareto distribution is known in the literature as the Yule distribution
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(Xekalaki and Panaretos, 1988). In the univariate case, it is defined by

0x1
x)=-^- , x = 0 , l , 2 , . . . p > 0 (3.1)

where «(/,) = r(oe + P)/ria), a>0, PeR.
This and the univariate Pareto distribution exhibit a duality in their

properties similar to that exhibited by the geometric and the exponential
distributions (see, e.g., Xekalaki and Panaretos, 1988). As demonstrated
in the sequel, a similar duality is revealed to exist in the bivariate case
as, like the bivariate Pareto, the bivariate Yule is shown to be charac-
terised by form invariance in the case of weighting leading to a size biased
version of it.

Definition 3.1. (Xekalaki, 1986). A random vector (X, Y) is said to have
the bivariate Yule distribution with parameter p (BYD(p)) if its probabil-
ity function is given by

P(7\ix -\- y)\
Px,y = P(X = X, y = y) = /^^^l\ , x,y = 0,\,2,...p>0.

This distribution can be thought of as a natural two-dimensional
extension of the Yule distribution with pf given by (3.1) since both of
its marginals are univariate Yule distributions with parameter p. It can
easily be shown that the bivariate Yule distribution, like the bivariate
Pareto distribution, is uniquely determined by the form of its weighted
version when w(X, K) = X-|- y + 1. The next proposition presents the
result.

Proposition 3.1. Let (X, Y), (X'*", y"') be random vectors with nonnega-
tive integer valued components. Assume that the probability functions
Pr,m and p'l^ of ix, Y) and (X*̂ , Y'"), respectively, satisfy the condition

Then, the distribution of (X'", Y") is the weighted bivariate Yule
(p -I- 1), p > 0 with weight function vv(X, K) = X -I- K -H 1 if and only if
the distribution of (X, Y) is the bivariate Yule (p -|- 1),/? > 0.

The above result characterizes the Waring distribution, a more
general distribution which contains the Yule as a special case. Both of
these distributions are special cases of a bivariate distribution known as
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the bivariate generalized Waring distribution (BGWD) introduced by
(Xekalaki, 1984a,b, 1985, 1986) and applied in the study of the accident
experience of a population in two successive time periods in the context
of a proneness-liability model.

Definition 3.2. (Xekalaki, 1984a). A random vector (X, Y) is said to have
the bivariate generalized Waring distribution, with parameters a, k, m and

, w;p)) ifits probability function (pf) is given by,

f . P{k+m)^{x+y}k{x)m(y) 1 1

'''^''' ^^ (a + p ) ( , ^^ ) i a+ k-^m + p)^,^^^ x! ^! '

X,}; = 0 , 1 , . . . ; a,/c, m, p > 0, where

), p>0, y€R.

By the next proposition, it is demonstrated that the BGWD is form
invariant under the multiplicative weight function wix, y) = x^'^y^-'\ where
x(') stands for j ^ ^ . This is a bivariate version of H'(X) = x '̂' considered
by Koeherlacota (1995) that has been used in economics contexts to
model income inequality and leads to what economists term moment-
distributions (e.g. Hart, 1978).

Proposition 3.2. Let the random vector (X, Y) have nonnegative, inte-
ger-valued components and assume that the distribution of (X, Y) is
the BGWD {a,k,m-,p). Then, under the multiplicative weight function
w(x, y) = x '̂̂ y'̂ ^ the distribution of the random vector (X, y)"^ defined
through (1.1) is a shifted BGWD with support {/, i-I-1,...} x
{y, y-I-1,...} and parameters a.-\-i-\-j,k-\-i, m-\-j,p —i —j where
a,k,m > 0, p > i-\- j .

The proof is tedious but straightforward.

Definition 3.3 (Xekalaki, 1986). A random vector (X, Y) is said to have
the bivariate Waring distribution with parameters a and p (BWD(a; p)) if
its probability function is given by

where a > 0 and p > 0; x = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . y = (i,\,2,...
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It is obvious that the BGWD is a generalization of the bivariate
Waring distribution with parameters a and p (BWD(a; p)) which, in turn,
is a generalization of the bivariate Yule distribution, that is

(X, y) ~ BWD(a; p) <^ (X, Y) - BGWD(a; 1,1; p).

(X,y)~BYD(l ;p)^(X,y)~BGWD(l ; l , l ;p ) .

Remark 3.1. As a result of the above interrelationships, and in particu-
lar since (X, Y) ~ BYD(p) <!̂  (X, Y) -^ BWD(1, p), we can conclude that
the bivariate Waring distribution is form invariant under the weight func-
tion X-|-y-f 1.

4. UNIQUENESS RESULTS BASED ON BIVARIATE
EXTENSIONS OF DISTRIBUTIONS OF

PARTIAL SUMS

Based on a given two-dimensional distribution with pf
Px,y = PiX = x,Y — y), new two-dimensional distributions can be con-
structed through the models:

^

oo oo

x=r+\y=l+\

The first of these models was demonstrated in the previous section to
characterize the bivariate Yule distribution. A continuous version of it
was shown in Sec. 2 to lead to a uniqueness property of Mardia's Type I
bivariate Pareto distribution.The second model given by (4.2), known
as the bivariate STER model, was introduced by Xekalaki (1986) and
was shown to lead to a characterization of the bivariate Yule
distribution. The third model given by (4.3) is a bivariate version of
E^r+i Pi^ = x)/Ei^) considered by Dimaki and Xekalaki (2004) and
shown to be characteristic of the Yule distribution in the univariate case.
Analogously, a characterization of the Yule distribution can be shown to
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Stem from (4.3) in the bivariate case. The result is formulated by the
proposition that follows.

Proposition 4.1. Let (X, Y) and (Wi, VV2) be non-negative integer valued
random vectors with probability functions Px,y and qf^, respectively,
satisfying the condition

= m)

Px,y

Then, the distribution of the random vector iW\,W2) is the bivariate
Waring (3, p), p > 0 if and only if the distribution of (X, Y) is the bivari-
ate Yule (p + 2) ,p > 0.
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